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Introduction
Presently, the digital still cameras (DSCs) and PC cameras are popular with consumers as a device to input digital images easily. Size reduction and improvement of the image quality are the current trends in developing DSCs. In order lo reduce the cost and size, most DSCs use a single charge-coupled device (CCD), instead of using three CCDs, to acquire color iniage.
However, the single CCD does not provide sufficient color resolutions. The solution for most DSC designers i s to cover the sensor's surface with a mosaic of colored filters. This kind o f filters i s called a color filter array (CFA). An example i s Bayer pattern ( Fig.   I ), a popular arrangement of CFA. Since there i s only one color array element in each pixel in CFA. the other two missing color elements must be estimated. Thus, the recovery of full color images from CFA-based sensors requires a process of estimating values of missing color elements at each pixel by its adjacent pixels. This process i s commonly .called color interpolation or color demosaicking.
We will explain our proposed interpolation methods using Bayer pattern. I t should be easily applied to other patterns. Similarly, a horizontal edge is detected. and we do bilinear interpolation along the horizontal direction only (two-way average).
Background
(Case 3) Otherwise:
We will do the four-way average interpolation (twodimensional bilinear interpolation).
Review of another edge-sensitive interpolator: weighting-based interpolator
The previous edge-sensitive interpolator can only detect horizontal or vertical edges. For edges in other directions, it may not work well. Thus a weight-based interpolator [2] comes.
Considering a location (x, y) with missing green value, we define DG(s,r,u,~',p)=(G,,,-G,,,,.)*p , and assign the four weights as:
alternatively, we can save some computation by simplifying the weights as: where Neighbors(x,y) = /fx-l.yJ, fx+l,j), (x,y-I), ( x , j + l ) / is the pixel set of the diamond-shaped neighborhood of position (x,y).
For positions with defined green value, the weighting-based interpolations of R,r,l and B,v,>, can he similarly derived.
Color correlation
To overcome or reduce color-alias effects. some original interpolation schemes 13, 41 were proposed.
Among those schemes, the color correlation is frequently mentioned. Kuno and Sugiura [4] proposed a new interpolation method using discriminated color correlation for digital still cameras. In practice, however, their proposed scheme uses a quotient equation. which sometimes fails to reconstruct stably when the denominator is small.
To. avoid the quotient, we adopt another image model developed by Adams [S. 6, 71 , with the assumption that green and red, or green and blue values are perfectly correlated to each other within a simple offset in a small region, that is, G,r,? = R.r,y + K,, and G.r,, = Elr,? + K , , where K , and K , are called the difference domains of the red channel, and blue channel respectively. We will call it color difference.
Color difference works quite well. since K , and K , channels are quite flat in practice.
We will not give an explicit interpolation method here, instead, we will give a composite method using the above two equations directly.
The proposed composite method
We will focus on the weight-based edge-sensitive interpolator plus the color correlation. Combining the gradient and Laplacian edge-sensitive interpolator plus the color correlation is similar.
The Then again, we use Eq. I lo estimate R,r,J.
Results and discussion
To simulate Bayer pattern, original images are down-sampled. to extract only one color hand per pixel, according to Bayer pattern. Fig. 3 shows the images before and after down-sampling. Fig. 4 shows a original image with the interesting region in a bounded box. Fig. 5 through 7 shows some interpolation results.
A seven-page version of this paper with color figures (and larger) can be obtained at the web site "www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/-d92004/ssiai2004''.
Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) results and comparisons
We now apply the PSNR to measure the similarity between the original images and the down-sampled image followed by various interpolation methods. In our experiments, we take 100 images shown in Fig. 2 . The first 90 images are natural scenes in our lives and the last 10 images are artificial paints. We down-sampled these 100 images and then apply various interpolation methods to them. The interpolation methods that will be compared in this experiment are nearest neighbor. bilinear, cubic B-spline, cubic convolution, simple edge-filtered (Gradiant plus Laplacian), weighting-based edge-filtered, simple edgefiltered plus color-difference. weighting-hased edgefiltered plus color-difference, and simplified weightingbased plus color-difference. The first four methods are traditional interpolation methods, the next two methods are edge-sensitive interpolation methods, and the last three methods are our proposed composite interpolation schemes. At last, the PSNR values are calculated.
For clearer comparison, we assign a score to every method according to the rank of the PSNR value. We assign score 1 to the minimum PSNR (worst) among all methods. score 2 to the next better place, and increasing scores to the others according to their places, the maximum PSNR (best) will get score 9.
After scoring, we summed total scores per method and the result is shown in Table 4 and observed that the weighting colordifference interpolation method has the hest score and its simplified version is slightly worse.
Summarily, the composite interpolation methods have better scores, the edge-sensitive methods are next, and the traditional interpolation methods are worst.
Besides, the weighting-based method is better than edge-filtered method. Among traditional interpolations, the cubic convolution interpolation is the hest and the nearest neighbor interpolation is the worst. 
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